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upset that no one was right there ready to receive him and take him around. I

thought that in his case that his attitude was quite i was not proper at all, and

yet it made me feel that it is important that visiting donors,*aañ inquiring

students, prospective students, and all others who might be interested in coining

to the seminary, should have find it very easy on entering the building to see

a place where they couldaake inquir2es and receive information. However, the

office was up on the second floor and down the hail quite a distance.

This was already done when I first knew about it and I said nothing about it.

Shortly after, -.--.-- however, the office was moved to a place near the head

of the stairs on the second floor. This impressed me as much better than the

previous place location, but yet it seemed to me that, the proper place for it

was on the first floor where it would be easily accessible to the entrance.

In fact, I myself had a saw to it that signs were put up telling visitors where

to go to find the office, which no one else a seemed to have thought of.

When I remonstrated to -Dr. Murray about the office being on the second

floor at the time when it was being moved to a different location on the second

floor, he said, " he said, "they say that if it were on the first floor

it would be like Grand Central Statio, that you have to get away in order to be

able to carry on activities properly." Wj Well, the particular people whoa he

put in charge of aspects of the office may have felt that, but my own feeling

was that an important thing for the office was to be easily accessible, and easy
if (?)

to be found, so tt people would simply come and not easily locate it and go away,

whether prospective donors or perspective students.

His attitude seemed on these and other matters on these and other matters

seemed to me to say that it was fine for me to conduct academic affairs, but when

it came to buldinga,to property and fian finance, it was quite outside my realm

of authority.

Dr. Murray sax seemed to carry this attitude right along and I a. did not

object because --- indeed he having refused to use any method of raising money
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